[Space-time characteristics of DNA synthesis in mesothelial cells of the rat after surgery at different times of the day].
Differences in the DNA synthesis dynamics (according to the label index-LI) and those of mitotic activity (MA) in the mesothelium of the rat parietal peritoneum have been studied after burn performed at 9 AM, or at 9 PM. A number of peculiarities in the regeneration character are dependent on the day time of the operation. Immediately after the PM operation inhibition of both DNA synthesis and MA is manifected more distinctly and lasts longer, but then activation of the processes occurs more intensively the LI and MA values are greater than after the AM operation. Drop in the LI and MA takes place also with a greater rate after the PM operation, but their absolute values are kept higher up to the 7th day. Despite the fact that the reaction after the AM operation is comparatively weak, it is more rhythmical: against the background of general dynamics the fluctuations are more distinctly manifested, their period is nearly similar to the circadian. Increase in the proliferative activity is accompanied with a widening of the zone, where the dividing cells are situated. After the PM operation the wavy character of the process is expressed only in the pattern of the spatial organization of the regenerating mesothelium: nearly at regular intervals the area of the MA distribution becomes widen or narrow in turn. Thus, the LI and MA dynamics in the regenerating mesothelium depend on the circadian phase of the organism's state at the moment of the operation.